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IN SOME
CASES, FIRSTTIMERS ARE
HESITANT TO
WRITE UNDER
THEIR OWN
NAMES, AND
CONSIDER
PSEUDONYMS
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M&Bs STARTED PRINTING IN INDIA IN 2009 AND, ACCORDING TO PUBLISHER
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Through the Indian imprint of the Mills &
Boon love factory, doctors, journalists and
stay-at-homes are discovering—and
showcasing—their talent for romantic writing

R

eet singh should have no time for romance. an eye
surgeon based in New Delhi, she spends the better part
of her day attending to patients and penning write-ups
for grim medical journals. Once home, she’s a mother to
her two sons. Yet, before turning in for the night, she unfailingly
travels to her alternate, make-belief world where characters
such as Mita and Tanay, the protagonists of her maiden
book, Scorched by His Fire, fall hopelessly in love and live
happily ever after. And her day ends on a softer note than what real life
decrees. “As a doctor, you can’t take your troubles to bed. You need
something that lifts your mood; something light and funny,” she says.
Consider her own love story:
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The women at Narayanan’s

in 2013, and will have another 11
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